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An analysis based on linear theory is presented for 
determining the dynamic response of a simply supported beam 
on an elastic foundation acted upon by a moving time depend-
ent point force with axial forces included. This thesis 
extends the present theory to include an analysis of a point 
force accelerating uniformly across the beam~ In particular, 
it is shovm that the customary resonance conditions which 
are prevalent for a point force moving vii th uniform velocity 
no longer exist for the case of a point force accelerating 
uniformly across the beam~ 
The basic problem and its solution are presented for a 
simply supported beam on an elastic foundc.tion sub;jected to 
a t::t.me dep3ndent point force moving across the beam ltV'"i.th 
either (A) uniform acceleration or (B) uniform velocity. 
The solutions for both cases are e.ff8ctec1 by emplcying 
standard Fourier techniques to the governing linear fourth 
order beam equation. Furthermore, the solution for Case (A) 
is completed by employing kr.O'Hn prope::.."tiea of the Fresnel 
Integrals. The general solution for both cases is deter-
mined for two set::; of ini ti3.l displacement conditj_ons 
corre2.po:;~·ld1ng to (I) a point force dropped from zero height 
(II) a point torce initially at rest at an arbitrary position 
on the bewn. ~he beam velocity is inicially tak2n to be zero 
everyv.:here in both C<:ises ~ 
In conclusion the graphical results exhibit salient 
characteristics for problems of this type and in addition 
give a qualitative idea of how a beam may be expected to 
respond to a uniformly accelerating point force~ 
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It is the purpose of this thesis to: 
(I) DERIVE the governing equation for the dynamic 
displacement of a simply supported beam on an 
elastic foundation subjected to a time depend-
ent point force accelerating uniformly across 
the beam~ 
(2) .INVESTIGATE whether the usual resonance con-
ditions exist ror loadings of this type~ 
(3) ILLUSTRATE typical displacement-time histories~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic response of elastic bodies to uniformly 
moving point loads has been studied by many investigators 
and consequently an extensive bibliography is available. 
When restricting the discussion to beams, the references 
included herein are representative of the various experi-
mental and analytical methods that have been used for 
solutions of this type of problem. 
The deflection characteristics of finite beams acted 
upon by a stationary point load P are well known from 
basic strength of material texts. The vibration character-
istics of finite beams acted upon by a stationary or a 
uniformly moving point force P(t) are also well known from 
advanced strength of material . and vibration theory texts, 
such as Timoshenko1 , Rogers 2 , and Nowacki3. 
It is well known that a rolling load produces a 
greater deflection in an elastic body than the same load 
acting statically at a point. Energy and transform methods 
of solution in series form for beams on elastic foundations 
subjected to time dependent point forces P(t) moving 
' 
uniformly across the beam show that resonance conditions 
dependent upon the beam constants exist. A means of 
elfminating these resonant conditions is desirable in 
practical engineering. The general solution of the 
dynamic deflection or a simply supported beam under the 
influence or an accelerating point load given in this 
1 
thesis demonstrates that the resonance conditions a~ore­
mentioned do not exist when the point load is uni~ormly 
accelerated across the . beam~ 
The de~lection o~ beams under the in~luence o~ 
accelerating point loads has received very little attention 
in the literature. This thesis extends the present theory 
. to an analysis o~ the dynamic response o~ simply supported 
beams subjected to a uni~ormly accelerating point ~orce~ 
The basic problem and its solution are presented ~or a 
simply supported beam on an elastic ~oundation with axial 
~orces included acted upon by a time dependent point ~orce 
which accelerates uni~ormly across the beam~ 
2 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The Xibrational characteristics of finite beams acted 
upon by a concentrated point force P(t) are well known from 
~ 2 3 texts such as Timoshenko , Rogers , and Nowacki . It is 
well known that when the concentrated force is moving with 
uniform velocity across the beam it produces greater 
deflection in an elastic body than the same concentrated 
load acting statically at a point. By neglecting the mass 
of the beam, Timoshenko and Rogers used energy and transform 
methods respectively to obtain solutions in series forms for 
beams on elastic foundations subjected to time dependent 
point forces P(t) moving uniformly across the beam. It was 
shown in their work, as it is shown in this thesis, that 
resonant conditions dependent upon the beam constants exist 
for each vibrational mode. Inglis4 employed harmonic 
analysis to the 4th order beam equation and Jeffdott5 
employed the method of successive approximation to the 2nd 
order moment equation to obtain the deflection of a simply 
3 
supported beam with external damping on an elastic foundation 
acted upon by a uniformly moving point load. However, both 
methods are cumbersome and the regions of instability for 
the moving point load remain undefined. Seibel and Lee6 
obtained solutions for vibrations of continuous beams with 
an arbitrary number of supports acted upon by a constant 
moving point force. Raske7 obtained solutions for the · 
dynami~ deflection of continuous beams subjected to a uni-
formly oscillating point load with initial application 
conditions of static load and drop load from zero height. 
The problem of an infinite beam carrying a uniformly 
moving point load has also received considerable attention 
in recent years~ Application of Fourier integrals leads to 
4 
infinite integrals whose evaluation is often very difficult. 
Steady state solutions were presented by Ludwiga, Mathews9, 
and KenneylO for infinite beams on elastic foundations~ 
Ludwig analyzed the cases of a constant point force travel-
ing at a velocity less than, equal to, and greater than the 
fundamental critical velocity~ rl!athews included a time 
dependent uniformly moving point force P(t) and related 
the physical interpretation of critical velocity to the 
minimum velocity obtainable by a free wave propagating thru 
the beam~ Kenney extended this analysis to include the 
effects of external damping~ 
Until recent years very little attention has been 
focused upon the deflection of beams under the influence of 
accelerating point loads~ Lowan11 presented a general 
deflection equation for a time dependent point force moving 
with non-uniform velocity along a simply supported beam, 
but illustrated only the constant velocity case. Ryazanova12 
presented a discussion of a point force moving along a 
beam with non-uniform velocity~ 
This thesis extends the present theory to an analysis 
of the dynamic response of simply supported beams subjected 
to a uniformly accelerating point force~ The dynamic 
5 
deflection of the beam due to the accelerating point force is, 
as far as the author knows, original work in this field. 
The basic problem and its solution are presented for a simply 
supported beam on an elastic foundation · with axial forces 
included acted upon by a time dependent point force which 
accelerates uniformly across the beam. 
6 
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
(A) BEAM RESPONSE TO A UNIFORMLY ACCELERATING POINT FORCE. 
This section examines the behavior of a simply supported 
beam acted upon by a uniformly accelerating point force P(t) 
whose instantaneous position on the beam . is given by x=x(t). 
r-x(t) --1. P(t) 
r-Xo-1 . l 
T, ~'''''''~''''''''''"''"''''"''''''~ 
n[ • T L 
Figure 1 - SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM 
The governing equation for the static deflection of a 
beam on an elastic foundation acted upon by a transverse 
load of intensity w and a horizontal axial force T which 
is not s ufficient to produce static buckling is given in 
Appendix A a s: 
whe re y = y(x). 
For the dynamics problem analyzed herein~ the load 
(1) 
7 
intensity w is considered to be , the sum of: 
1. Directly applied transverse force of intensity P(t), 
2. translational inertia force of intensity - p a2 ~ , and 
· at 
3. uniformly applied transverse force of intensity ky, 
where k is the effective spring constant of the 
Winkler model elastic subgrade. 
The governing equation for the dynamic deflection of the beam 
is then written as: 
= P(t) • 8 (x - x(t)) (2) 
where y = y(x,t) 
6 (t) is the Dirac-Delta function, 
P(t) and x(t) are time dependent point force 
and longitudinal displacement respectively. 
In the derivation of (2), the effect of transverse shear 
and rotary inertia of the beam as well as the effect of the 
foundation inertia and stress waves have been neglected. 
I 
The simply supported beam shown in Fig,ure 1 is loaded 
trans~.rersely by its ovm vreight of intensity p and a r.loving 
point force of magnitude ?(t) = P Cos wt. Assuming small 
transverse displacements, the instantaneous position of the 
force me asured fro~ the left end of the beam is taken to be 
x(t) = x + v t + as· t 2 + X Sin f3 t _. ~t-lhere /3 is the 1cng-o 0 c: 
itudinal frequency. 1 2 For p independent of t, it is customary , 
to neglect the deflection of the beam produced by its own 
weigh~whereby equation (2) will be considered to be the 
actual governing equation for the dynamic deflection of the 
beam. 
For a simply supported beam the vibrational modes are 
i b Si mnx f l 2 s· m~x l g ve n y n -, or m = , , - - - oo • l n -L a so 
L 
satisfies the boundary requirements of a simply supported 
beam, where the deflection and restraining moment become 
zero at the ends, while the slope and cross shear force at 
the ends are different from zero. 
The solution of Equation (2) Will be sought in the 
form of F(t) • G(x), by application of the operational 
calculus Fourier sine transform pair: 
L 
y (t) = [ y(x,t) Sin m1TX dx -m L 
0 
2 00 mnx 
y(x,t) =- L: Ym ( t) Sin L L 
m=l 
where Ym ( t) are unknown functions of time. Multiplying 
equation (2) by Sin m~x and integrating by parts over the 
length of the beam yields the following 2nd order ordinary 
differential equation: 
= ~ Sin m~x(t) 
p L 
where P(t) = P Cos C&Jt 
a 2 · 
x(t) = xo + v 0 t + ~ t + X Sin t3t 
"'2 
EI (~)4 T (~)2 + k 





The general solution of equation (5) is obtained by 
employing the Laplace transform, which yields: 
where "s" is the Laplace transform variable and the right 
hand side of the equality is the basic definition of a one-





Application of the Inverse Laplace Transform where the 




+ ~ Jsin t-.(t -u) Sin mrrx(u~ du 
f.. 0 p L 
where P(u) = P Cos wu 
x(u) ao 2 +X Sin = xo + vo u + 2u f3U· 
Attention Will now be focused upon the integral term 
of equation (8) in order to show the expansion necessary 
for the general solution to be complete. Let 
[ t PCoswu m1r[ ] y~(t) = ~ 0 Sin t-.(t-u) P Sin L cr + X Sin f3J. du 
where ao u2 a = x 0 + v 0 u + 2 • 
(8) 
(9) 
The simpli~ication of the integrand (9) involves the use of 
basic trigonometric identities to give the following: 
~(t) = 
p 
J.(t{Sinht [cos{h-w)u + Cos{h+w)u] 
2/I.P 
10 
Cosht [sin(h-w)u + Sin{h+w)~{sin mn-a C -- OS mn-XSin{3U 
L L 
mn-a m~~inpt} du. (10) + Cos- Sin 
L 
Simplification of the integrand (10) from this point requires 
13 
two trigonometric identities involving the Bessel Functions~ 
00 
Cos ( zSin 8) = Jo ( z) + 2 L: J2h ( z) Cos (2h8) 
h=l 
00 
Sin ( zSin8) = 2L J ( z) Sin T (2h+l) 8] 2h+l h=O 
substituting these into Equation (10) yields, 
t . 
~t)= 2:1 { SinM [ Cos{h-w)u + Cos{A+w)u] 
- Cosht [sin{h-w)u + Sin{h+w)uJ} 
{Sin m;:x [ Jo(m~X) + 2 t J2h (m~X) Cos 2h f3U] 
h=l 




Sin (2h+l) pt J} du. { ll) 
Further simplification and the ultimate inte gration o~ 
the present function leads to a solution containing t wo 
hundred ~orty terms, which could be shortened to some e xten t 
by utilizing a summation procedure. The solution will be 
meaningful if the -quantity X Sin~ contributes substantially 
to the determination of the ins tantaneous position of the 
point force from the left end of the beam. The quantity 
X Sin~u represents the longitudinal oscillation of the 
point force due to the rotation of the beam as discribed in 
Appendix B. An example of this type of oscillatory motion 
would be the rolling motion of a cylinder on the deck of a 
ship as the ship is pitched due to wave action. Under the 
assumption of linear theory the movement of the point force 
due to X Sin~u is restricted to small displacements, in 
comparison with the displacement resulting from the initial 
acceleration and velocity conditions~ Therefore it will be 
considered negligible in order to simplify the solu~ion. 
I, 
ll 
When X .:::: 0 the higher ·o .rder Bessel functions approach zero;. 
13 
while the Bessel function J 0 {o) approaches unity. 
Equation(l~ will then reduce to, Ym {t) = 
p 
t 2~P [ {Sin 1-. t [Cos (1-.-w )u + Cos (Mw )u J 
- Cos 1-. t [Sin (1-.-w )u + Sin (J>.+w )u J} Sinm~a du (12) 
Simplification and expansion of equation (12) yields, y m ( t) = 
p 
t 
2 (:)1-.l,f {Sin J>.t. [ Sin[m~a -(1-.-w)u] + Sin [m~a + (1-.-w)u] 
0 
+ Sin [m~o: - (A.+w)u] [ m'TTo: +Sin L + 
12 
- Cos :>..t [Cos[~ - (:>..-w)u] - Cos[m~" + (:>..-w)u] 
+ Cos[m~a - (:>..+w )u] - Cos[m~a + (:>..+w )u]] } du. ( 13) 
ao u2 Recalling that a = x 0 + v0 u + 2 the f'inal integrand 
becomes~ . Ymp(t) = 
t 
__ P_ r l Sin A.t [sin 
2 ( 2)A.P}0 l m1r (a0 2 ( - -u + v L 2 ° - ~ (A. -w ) ) u + x ) m7T o 
~ ( aou2 ( vo L ( A.-w )) u x0 ) + Sin + + + L 2 m7r 
mv ( a 0 u2 ( vo L (A.+w)) u + x0 ) + Sin + 
L 2. m1T 
mv (a 2 ( L (;>..+w)) u + xo)] + Sin L 2°u + v0 + m7T 
[ mv ( ao 2 + (vo 
.L 
(:>..-w)) u + x 0 ) - Cos A.t Cos - -u L 2 m11" 
mv ( aou2 + ( vo L (:>..-w)) u + x0 ) - Cos + 
L 2 m1T 
L ( A.+w )) 
m11" u + x 0 ) 
-Cos m1f(a0 u 2 + (v + L (A.+w)) 
L 2 o m7r u + x0 ) J} du • (14) 
In order to solve integral(l~it is necessary to employ two 
l3 . 
Fresnel Integrals of' the f'ollowing f'orm; 
jcos {ax2+2bx+c)dx = {f Cos (b2:ac) c [ ~ {ax+b)J 
+ SJ.n (b2:ac) s [ ~ {ax+b)] I + const. . 
fsJ.n {ax2 +2bx+C )dx = ~ I Cos c2 :ac) s[ ~ {ax+b)J 
- SJ.n c2~ac) c [ ~ {ax+b)] I + const. 
where 
S ( z) = ,( SJ.n ( ; t 2 ) d t 
C {z) = .{'cos(;t2) dt. 
13 
The particular solution which results f.'rom the integration of' 
expression (14)will be designated as Ym (t) and conveniently 
p 
represented as shown: 
p~ ~ (t) =- -
"P 4~P me3o ~ n L j 2 2 2 m7r(['0 +(-l) m7r(~+(-l) w~ ) Sin ~t 2: Leos L - x 0 




The Fresnel Sine and Cosine Integrals have the following 
series representation: 
oo n 2n+1 
S (z) = '"' (-1 ) <+) 
L..J ( 2n+1)! ( 4n+3) 
n=o 
00 n (_II_ ) 2n 






·The Fresnel Integrals are presented in graphical form in 
Figure 2. If z, C (z) and S (z) are represented in a 
14 
15 
rectangular coordinate system z, C, S the resulting locus is 
a spiral in space whose projections on the three coordinate 
planes are the Cornu spiral and the curves C (z) and S (z). 
SruJ 
Fig. 14. Die Fresnelschen Integrale. 
Fig. 14. Fresnel'• integrals. 
Figur~ g - THE FRESNEL INTEGRALS14 
Ut"llizat:lon of the series expansion form of the Fresnel 
Integra1s allows the particular solution Ym (t) to be written: 
. p ·. fL 2:2 1:2 L:oo . . f m7r([va+(-16,.(A+(-dwl]2 ) Ym (t)=--: - 'f.,/....:::::- S:ln t.t Cos- - x 
' p 4t.P 'fnl% . J ·"--' · L 2a0 o 
=1 j=l r=o 
, )r(rr)2r+l \-1 -
. 2 
( ' .. rmamoL)'+r+3 [( ~4r+3 '\' ~ a0 t + v 0 +(-lf' m~(H( -l}j w l. ( 2 r+ 1 ) ! { 4 r+ 3) 
16 
n L j )L~r+1 
+ v + (-1) - (r...+(-1) w ) o mrr 
n L j \4r+l 
vo + (-1) mrr (1>.+(-1) "' } 
0 j 2 +Sin- -X mrr 'f>+(-1)nJi<r...+(-1) w~ ) 
L 2a o 
0 
. n L j ~4r+3 
+ (-1) - (r...+( -1) w) 
m7r 
• 
The general solution or Equa tion (5) is there rore give n a s: 
Inverting Equation (17) by substituting into Equation (4) 
yields the general solution : 
00 





Equation (18) represents the dynamic de~lection at any point 
x ~rom the le~t end o~ a simply supported beam on an elastic 
foundation with axial force T under the influence of a time 
dependent point force which accelerates uniformly across the 
beam between the time interval 0 ~ t $- ~0 + .1__/ v 2 - 2(x0 - L)a0 • o ao "1 o 
It should be noted that the particular solution for the 
displacement of the beam remains bounded with time. This 
means that dynamic instability of a simply supported beam 
acted upon by a pulsating point force_ which accelerates uni-
formly across the beam does not occur. 
18 
(B) THE RESPONSE OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM TO A POINT FORCE 
MOVING WITH UNIFORM VELOCITY. 
This section presents an analysis or the behavior or a 
simply supported beam acted upon by a unirormly moving point 
rorce P(t) whose instantaneous position on the beam is given 
by x=x(t). Ir X and a 0 are set equal to zero, the dynamic 
derlection equations ror the unirormly accelerating point 
rorce, as presented in section (A), reduce to well known 
solutions ror a simply supported beam on an elastic round-
ation with axial rorce T under the inrluence or a time depend-
ent point rorce moving with unirorm velocity across the beam. 
This provides a convenient check on the validity or the 
preceeding dynamic derlection equations ror the be~m acted 
upon by a unirormly accelerating point rorce. In particular 
it will be shown that a condition or dynamic instability or 
the beam will result whenever the longitudinal velocity and 
transverse rrequency or the moving point rorce together with 
the errective natural rrequency or the beam produce a condit-
ion or resonance. 
The governing equation ror the_ dynamic derlection or the 
beam is rewritten rrom section (A) 
4 





= :P(t) · 8 ( X - X ( t )) 
'where y = y(x,t), 8 (t) is the Dirac-Delta runction, 
P(t) = P Cos (dt, and x(t) = x 0 + v 0 t. 
(19) 
The general solution of equation (19) as obtained by 
employing the Laplace Transformation method is: 
Ym(t) = Ym(o) Cos l Ym (o) ~t + Sin ~t 
~ 
l it ~( t-u) P(u) mnx{u} +- Sin Sin du ~ 0 p L 
where P(u) = p Cos wu, 
x(u) = x 0 + v 0 u, 
~2 ~I ( ~")4 T c:} k = + +-p p 
19 
(20) 
Attention will once again be focused upon the integral 
term of equation (20) to show the expansion necessary for the 
general solution to be complete. Let y (t) = 
mp 
l. Sin ~(t-u) p Cos wu _it 
~ 0 p 
Sin m_7T [. ] . 
. L xo + vou du • (21) 
The simplification of the integrand (21) involves the use of 
basic trigonometric identities to give the following_: Ym (t) = 
p 
2~Pit{ Sin 1-t [ Cos{:>.-w)u + Cos{Mw)u J 
- Cos ;>..t [Sin( :>.-w )u + Sin( :>.+w )u J} Sin mt [x0 +v0 u J du. ( 22) 
Simplification and expansion of expression (22) yields:. ~(t) = 
t 
2(2j:>.P 1 { S:ln M [sin~" (x,+vou) - (:>.-w )u] + S:ln[? ( "o +v0 u) + ( :>. -w) u] 
20 
+ Sin L:{x0 +v0 u) - (;>..+w )u] + Sin[mL1T{x0 +v0 u) + (;>..+w) u ]] 
- Cos ;>.. t [cos [m;(x0 + v0 u) - (;>..- w)u] - Cos[";:'<Xo+v0 u) + {>.-w )u] 
+ Cos [:1T {x0 + v 0 u) - ( "--tW )u]- Cos[~""(x0+ v0 u )+("-+w )u] ]du. ( 23) 
Rearranging expression (23) by combining like terms yields 
the final integrand as follows: Ymp(t) = 
-* /Ism ;>..t[sm ~1Tflv - L (>...w )\ u +x ] + s:1n ~17 ~(v + L (f.. -w )\ u + x ] 
c:B"-Plo / .L L\ o m'TI' ~ o L ~ o m'TI' ~ o 
In order to solve integral (24) it is necessary to employ two 
Standard Integrals of the following form: 
/cos (a + bx)dx 1 Sin (a bx) = + + constant b 
J Sin (a bx) dx 1 Cos (a + bx) + =-- +constant. b 
The particular solution which results from the integration of 
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.expression ( 24) will be de signa ted as Ymp ( t) and conveniently 




The general solution of Equation (20) is therefore given as: 
Inverting Equation (26) by substituting into Equation (4) of 
Section (A) yields the general solution: 
00 





Equation (27) represents the dynamic deflection at any point 
v 
x from the left end of a simply supported beam on an elastic 
foundation with axial force T under the influence of a time 
dependent point force moving with uniform velocity across the 
beam between the time interval 0 $ t $ ( L ~ 0Xo) . 
Recalling that A. is the effective natural frequency 
of the beam and w is the transverse oscillational frequency 
of the moving force, it is seen from the particular solutions 























It should be noted that instability conditions are independ-
ent of the initial displacement condition x0 • Furthermore, 
for the special case of T = 0, k = 0, x = 0, conditions (I) 0 
and (II) reduce to: 
(I I) L 
m?T 
(II 1 ) L 
m7T 
(~ + w) 
where 
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1 For the special case cited above Timoshenko has derived, 
by the use of energy principles, the following general dynamic 
displacement equation for a simply supported beam subjected 












w L 2 
f = ~ 
E = {¥ 
Here again:, it can be seen that resonance occurs whenever, 
(I") L 1(:,.)2 w I vo = E m1T 
(II") L ((¥)2 +W) vo = E 
m1T 
where 
E = {¥ 
The equality E =~ is related to the notation of this 
thesis as follows: 
E = ~ = 
Thus, in the notation of this thesis the instability condi-
ions (I") and (II") become 





(II"') = L 
m1T 
(A. + w) 
which are precisely the foregoing instability conditions (I 1 ) 
and (II'). 
Whenever resonance occurs in a particular term that term 
must be modified by a suitable limiting procedure. For 





L 0 Lim =-




(A. - w) 
and by application of L 1Hopital's Rule, this becomes: 
(-7) m1T1b Sin-L 
which shows that the displacement buildup varies linearly 
with time. 
0 
(C) INITIAL CONDITIONS 
In this section two initial conditions or displacement 
are considered ror Equation (17) or section (A), they are 
designated as: 
Case 1 STATIC LOADING - Initially the beam is at rest 
with the static load P at a position x = x 0 • 
At time t = 0 the load P begins to change in 
magnitude according to P Cos wt and accelerate 
unirormly across the beam arter being given 
some initial velocity v0 • 
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Case 2 DROP LOADING - Initially the beam is at rest and 
underormed.- At time t = 0 the load P is dropped 
rrom zero height at the position x = x 0 , while 
changing in magnitude according to P Cos wt and 
accelerating unirormly across the beam arter 
being given some initial velocity v0 • 
Since the beam is initially at rest in both or the above cases, 
the initial velocity at all points along the length or the 
beam will be zero, which means y (x,o) = 0. Thererore, 
refering to Equation (3) or section (A), 
L 0 
Ym (o) = [ ~o) Sin m~x dx _ 0 • 




Case 1 The static displacement y (x) of a simply 
ym 
supported beam due to a concentrated load P 
applied at x = x 0 is given by the equation: 
+ ky = p • a (x - xo) . 
The solution of Equation (29) will be obtained 
through the application of the operational 
calculus Fourier sine transform pair: 
L 
[ y(x) Sin m1rx dx = L 
00 
y(x)= 2 L Ym Sin m1rx L T 
m=l 




m1rX Sin :c- and integrating by parts over the length 
of the beam yields: 
p Sin 
rrf1rx0 
Ym = PA.2 L 
where 
>-.2 EI ( ~ )4 T ( .!!!.![) 2 k 
= 
- + - + -p L p L p 
Inverting Equation (32) by substituting into 
















2 y{x,t) = 
L 
which means that :for Case 1 the dynamic 
displacement equation is: 
0 
Case 2 For Case 2, the beam is initially undef'ormed 
for all values of' x, which means y{x,o) = 0. 
Thus: 





and for Case 2 the dynamic displacement equation 
becomes: 








Sin L • ( 37) 
Equations (35) and (37) represent the dynamic displace-
ment at any point x of a simply supported beam on an elastic 
:founda tion with axial :force T unde r the inf'lue nc e of' a t i me 
depen dent point forc e which acce l erat es unif'or mly a cross the 
Vo 1 ~ 2 ( beam be tween the time interval 0 ~ t $ - - + - v - 2 :xo -L)a 8o a 0 o o 
. In partiqular, the def'lection unde r the point :forc e i s 
obtai n e d by s e tt i ng 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The purpose or the rollowing numerical example is to 
demonstrate the vertical displacement or a simply supported 
beam subjected to a unirormly accelerating point rorce. 
Although there are a number or parameters which govern the 
magnitude and contour or the beam displacement, it is the 
primary purpose or this numerical example to illustrate how 
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the unirorm acceleration Ha II 0 or the point rorce arrects the 
beam displacement. 
In order to illustrate the displacement characteristics 
most efriciently it is convenient to restrict the study to 
that or a simply supported beam with specirically related 
physical and geometrical properties. A representative set 
or relations was selected by considering k = T = v = X = 0 
x 0 = Ym(O) = y (0) = w = 0 and ao = ~= .faO =·[L = 1~0, m . L a 0 l"L ~a; 
which reduces the efrective natural frequency of the beam to 
2 (7T 200 . A = A m ; where A = L) l p . Applying the foregoin g 
simplifying a s sumptions to Equation (17), which represents 
the dynamic de flection of the b e am, reduces the general 
displac e ment solution to: 
00 2 
y ( x, t) = p L -/L "\"" "'"" 1-.-/ 
2 7(2~EIP l~ m~ .f::t ( mfZ 
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+ OosAm2 t [< -l)n Cos ~: ~ )m3 { c[~ ']i!i t + <-!A~(,;%~ - C bt\1~ (jz ~} 
+ (-lf Sin~:~~)m3 {{~vm t + (-~ ~ (m;>z)J- s~-1'A~ (m~~}] l Sin'7' (jl) 
The dynamic displacement o~ the beam, represented by 
Equation (38), can be simpli~ied even ~urther by choosing 
the e~~ective natural ~requency o~ the beam to be speci~ically 
A = Am2 = 7Tm2 ~ Furthermore, Equation ( 38) can be non-
dimensionalized by dividing both sides o~ the equality by 
p L ~rr: Recalling that ao = L = rao = IT = 1.0, 
2 7!"2 VEIP 'lao . L ao ~ L ~a; 
the resulting dimensionless displacement equation is: 
00 2 




Equa tion ( 39) r e presen ts t he d imen s ionle ss dynamic di s pla c e -
ment at a n y p o i n t x o f a simp l y s upporte d beam , r estricte d 
to the ~o re go ing simplifications , u nder the influe nc e of a 
cons t a nt magn itude point ~orce which a cce l e r a t es uniforml y 
across t he beam between t h e time inte rva l O~t~\/2 • 
It is ob v i ou s that the gene r a li ze d de ~lection equations 
( 39) 
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are exceedingly cumber?ome, which makes it dirricult to 
interpret their characteristic behavior~ The simplified 
dimensionless displacement equation (39) given above will 
allow simple examples or deflection proriles to be illustrated. 
Preliminary calculations show that the lower order summation 
terms predominate with respect to beam deflection~ Thus, 
the characteristic displacement behavior may be illustrated 
by considering only the rundamental vibrational modes~ 
Figure 3 represents the dimensionless displacement of 
the point under the load as the point rorce traverses the 
length or the beam~ Dimensionless displacement profiles, 
numerical~y determined from Equation (39), are presented 
ror speciric time rererences in Figures 4 - 7 and compared 
to the dimensionless displacement profile of the point under 
the load as the point force traverses the length of the beam 
in Figure 8~ Figure 9 represents the dimensionless displace-
ment of the midspan of the beam during the time interval 
O$t$~ ~ The resulting curves give a resonably good 
qualitative idea of how simply supported beams in general 
may be expected to respond to a uniformly accelerating 
constant magnitude point force~ 
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Figure 9- DIMENSIONLESS DISPlACEMENT Y(f,t) OF POINT x = ~ versus TIME. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The general equation for the vertical displacement of a 
simp·ly supported .beam on an elastic foundation with axial 
forces included subjected to a uniformly accelerating point 
force has been derived using standard Fourier techniques in 
conjunction with the known properties of the Fresnel Integrals. 
The author is reasonably confident that this problem has not 
been previously presented in the available literature. It 
should be recalled that several simplifying assumptions were 
employed in order to obtain an approximate solution for the 
beam displacement. Briefly stated the assumptions are as 
follows: (1) the effect of the longitudinal displacement of 
the beam was neglected, (2) the effect of transverse shear 
and rotary inertia were omitted, (3) the weight of the beam 
was considered negligible and (4) a Winkler Model (ky) was 
assumed for the elastic subgrade. Under these assumptions 
it was shown that the motion of the beam remained stable for 
all time !! t 11 independent of the initial conditions. 
In order to make the solution for the displacement of 
the beam more general the position of the point force was 
taken to be ( \ a 0 2 X t1=- t + 2 vo t + xo +XSinj3t. Inspection of 
Equation (11) reveals that the beam displacement could be 
appreciably influenced as a result of a pitching motion of 
the beam, as given by the term X Sin f3 t. However, the 
evaluation of this equation becomes algebraically and 
trigonometrically cumbersome malcing it difficult to interpret 
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its characteristic behavior. Therefore~ it is desirable to 
consider only the case for which the amplitude X is exceed-
ingly small in comparison with the other terms in the equation 
x(t) = ~0 t 2 + v0 t + x 0 +X Sin/3 t. This implies that the 
sum of the Bessel functions of order greater than z~ro will 
be negligible in comparison with the zero order Bessel 
·function. 
The problem mentioned in this thesis was based on the 
idea of a massless point .. force, f'or example a jet of gas 
applied to the beam. If' there is a mass associated with the 
point force~ the inertia force due to the acceleration of the 
.. 
mass must be included in the analysis. This leads to diff'er-
ential equations whose solutions are exceedingly complex and 
appear practical only thru the use o~ numerical methods of' 
analysis. 
The purpose of' the numerical example was to basicallr 
demonstrate the beam displacement due to a uniformly acceler-
ating point f'orce. In order to illustrate this phenomena 
most efficiently it was convenient to res·trict the study to 
that of a simply supported beam with specifically Telated 
physical and geometrical properties~ The resulting dimension-
less displacement profiles illustrate how simply supported 
beams may be expected to respond to a uniformly accelerating 
point f'orce~ It is quantitatively noted that the maximum 
def'lection is time dependent and does not occur at the same 
·transverse point on the beam f'or all time~ Furthermore the 
curves indicate that the point of maximum deflection approaches 
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the midspan during the time interval o<t$1~0 and remains 
slightly to the right or the midspan during the time interval 
l~O<t$V;2 o 
In conclusion~ loadings or the type discussed in this 
thesis may approximate the catapult launching or a missile .or 
aircrart rrom an elastic structure~ Other applications may 
be cited; ror example~ an accelerating vehicle crossing a 
bridge, or a traveling load on the boom or a crane~ Further-
more, the concepts presented in this thesis could be readily 
extended to an investigation or simply supported plates or 
thin shells~ 
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tEFy = o = wdx- v + v + dV 
••• w = _cue dx 
w 
L -- ----- ---1 
T 
{E Mo = 0. = -M + M + dM -(V+dV)dx -w dx(~) + T dy 
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0 = dM -V dx + T dy (neglecting 2nd order terms) 
dlVI ay 
:.v = -+T-dx dx 
using 
; 
EI d;2 = -Mx (from Strength of Materials) .' 
b. b. 
• •. EI dlt4 - T dx2 = w 
APPENDIX B 
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AB = length of beam 
MODEL 
y" 






- ~-------v = ( v 0 + a 0 t + X /3 Cos f3 t) i" 
ly' ~N i'' 
j''!J~x" f. y 
B 
B 
<1> = 4>0 Sin f3 t ~ This creates a pitching motion of the moving 
beam AB~ As a result, the motion of a point force "W' on the 
beam is X Sin f3 t ~ ( 4>0 , X and {3 are constants) 
NOTE: For a rigid beam, 
i tr = Cos cl> i' + Sin <1> j' = Cos <I> i + Sin <1> j 
jrr = -Sin <1> i' + Cos <1> j' = -Sin <I> i + Cos <1> j . 
a · a For an elastic beam, <1> = <1>0 Sin {3 t + Px, where ~ 
is the slope at point N. However~ from linear beam theory ~ 
must be small and will be neglected in the subsequent analysis. 
FROM DYNAMICS: 
a = a + ~ X (~ X r) + w X £ + r + 2 ~ X r 
-c.s. 
where 
w = w 
-Coordinate System 







a = ~ 
ell = ello fl Cos fl t k 
··-ell 
. r 0 r = = 
d d di II 11 
..! i" + v- = ~ i 11 + w X v i 11 dt = dt - dt dt - -




- Xfl Sinflt)(Cosell.!_ + Sinellj) 
+ (v ell fl Cos fl t )(-Sin ell i + Cos ell j) 
0 - -
For SMALL ell, Cos 4> ==: 1, Sin 4> ~ ell 
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2 . 2 ~M = (a0 - X fl Sin{l t) i + (a0 - X fl Sinfl t) ell .J. 
For ell~ 0 
11 = 
-M (a t + X /3 Cos f3 t + v 0 ) ! 0 2 . . 
a. t -
( ~ .. +:; ~~ t _+ . x0 + X Sin{lt) 
.;'"•' 
• ".".t ._., · : · ·c 1;· : . 
' 
t=O: "M = "o + X f3 • 
. •:-· 
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